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### Title: Cornelio Del Fierro, et al. vs. Rene Seguiran

### Facts:
This case revolves around a dispute over two parcels of agricultural land, Lot Nos. 1625 and
1626,  in  Locloc,  Palauig,  Zambales,  Philippines.  The  sequence  of  events  began  with
conflicting claims over the lots between various parties in the 1960s and culminated in a
legal battle that reached the Philippine Supreme Court. The Land Management Bureau’s
records indicated competing claims from different individuals over these lots. In 1965 and
1967, applications for free patents over these lots were filed, but the matter remained
unresolved for years. Throughout the following years, several legal and extrajudicial actions
took  place  involving  the  properties,  including  an  ejectment  case  and  a  mortgage
foreclosure. Notably, on October 28, 1981, and subsequently on November 9, 1981, Rene
Seguiran acquired rights over the lots first through purchase from Lodelfo Marcial and then
from the Rural Bank of San Marcelino, Inc., which had earlier foreclosed the mortgage on
Marcial’s property. Following these transactions, Seguiran secured Free Patent Nos. and
corresponding Original Certificate of Titles (OCTs) for the two lots in 1983.

The heirs of Miguel and Generosa Del Fierro initiated a complaint for reconveyance and
cancellation of  titles  against  Rene Seguiran,  alleging ownership and possession of  the
disputed parcels and disputing Seguiran’s acquisition and subsequent titling of the lands.
Their complaint also incorporated claims of fraud and bad faith in Seguiran’s applications
for free patents. The case took various turns, with interventions, motions, and differing
court orders about the survey and identification of the lots, ultimately leading the Regional
Trial Court (RTC) of Iba, Zambales to dismiss the Del Fierros’ complaint for reconveyance
due to insufficiency of evidence regarding the properties’ identity. The Court of Appeals
later affirmed this  decision,  leading to the Supreme Court  review initiated by the Del
Fierros.

### Issues:
1. Whether the petitioners are entitled to reconveyance of Lot Nos. 1625 and 1626.
2. Whether the certificates of title in respondent Seguiran’s name should be canceled.
3. Whether the Del Fierros adequately established their ownership and possession of the
lots.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court denied the petition and affirmed the Court of Appeals’ decision, citing
insufficiency of evidence on the part of the Del Fierros to prove the identity of the lots
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sought to be recovered and their title thereto. The Court emphasized the requirement to
establish the identity of the disputed property and the claimant’s title over it in actions for
reconveyance. It noted that the Del Fierros failed to reveal any concrete evidence that the
lots in question were part of the property originally claimed by their family or to link the
properties through the deeds and tax declarations they presented. Furthermore, the Court
dismissed the assertion that issues regarding the land identity were not raised in lower
courts, noting that in actions for reconveyance, it is crucial for the claimant to establish the
property’s identity and their title to it.

### Doctrine:
The Supreme Court reiterated the principle that in an action to recover property, the person
claiming a better right must satisfactorily prove both the identity of the land claimed and
their title to it. This includes describing the property’s location, area, and boundaries and
establishing ownership through credible evidence.

### Class Notes:
– **Acción Reivindicatoria**: To succeed, the claimant must establish both the identity of
the property by describing its location, area, and boundaries, and their title to the property.
– **Doctrine of Reconveyance**: Requires the claimant to prove not just the strength of their
claim but also the property’s precise identity they are claiming.

### Historical Background:
At the heart of this legal battle are competing claims to agricultural lands that trace back to
applications for free patents in the 1960s, a common legal procedure in the Philippines to
regularize  informal  land  claims.  This  case  illustrates  the  complex  interplay  between
traditional land claims, the formal legal system, and the challenges in establishing clear title
to land in the Philippines, reflecting broader issues of land ownership, documentation, and
the legal formalization of property rights within the country’s historical and legal context.


